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Abstract: Among the main requirements of modern 

surveillance systems are stability in the face of negative 

influences and intellectualization. The purpose of 

intellectualization is that the surveillance system should 

perform not only the main functions such as monitoring and 

stream recording but also have to provide effective stream 

processing. The requirement for this processing is that the 

system operation has to be automated, and the operator's 

influence should be minimal. Modern intelligent surveillance 

systems require the development of grouping methods. The 

context of the grouping method here is associated with a 

decomposition of the target problem. Depending on the 

purpose of the system, the target problem can represent 

several subproblems, each of which usually accomplishes by 

artificial intelligence or data mining methods. 

Index Terms: Centroid, morphology, segmentation, 

tracking, video stream. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Video surveillance is a software-hardware system 

designed to monitor moving objects in video streams, 
continuously record, and quickly respond to alarm events in 

real time. Based on their structure, video surveillance 

systems are divided into centralized and distributed. 

Systems designed based on a centralized structure transmit 

network data for further processing, analysis, and storage to 

the central server. In distributed systems, data are 

distributed across the network to any workstation. Data that 

operate by the surveillance systems can be categorized as 

follows: 

- configuration data: system structure, access rights 

and user authentication information, UI settings, 
surveillance devices configuration; 

- video data: real-time video streams, archive video 

streams, alarm events, etc. 

In a centralized video surveillance system, each 

camera in each subnetwork must regularly exchange data 

with the server to receive video streams and archive 

recordings, monitor for configuration updates, and 

configure user access rights. The main disadvantages of this 

structure are high cost, low reliability, fault tolerance, and 

scalability. 

In distributed video surveillance systems, 

configuration data and video streams are distributed among 

each workstation, and in the operator's workstation, only the 
system cache and database cache can be stored. Although 

distributed system configuration parameters can be changed 

pretty often, it is possible to synchronize them: by 

automated schedule, request, or when changes were made. 

In case of server failure or database connection losses, users 

continue to work with the system using a backup copy of 

the database on the object server or in cache memory when 

a connection to the object server is missing. In distributed 

systems, video data decoding parameters and video 

analytics functionality are stored directly on surveillance 

cameras. 

Video analysis in surveillance systems is usually 
represented as additional modules. Such modules contain 

typical interface functions to initialize the module, change 

settings, get the final results, and obtain the input frame. 

This approach to development allows the use of video 

analysis modules not only in particular but in any other 

system. A software system for object accounting is 

developed in the scope of such a module, which allows use 

in any distributed video surveillance systems. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Among all the problems related to automated video 

surveillance systems, the issue of objects accounting in 

video streams stands out. Today, video data analysis is used 

in many areas, including bakery production lines in tunnel 

ovens. 

Although in recent years a significant amount of 

research papers has been published, today objects 

accounting problem can't be considered solved completely. 

In many cases, there are factors like irregular lighting 

conditions, micro-movements, partial intersections, speed 
changes of moving objects, instability of geometric shapes, 
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etc. All these factors, in many cases, significantly 

complicate video stream analysis. 

Moreover, if there are several moving objects in the 

video stream at once, there is a problem with their 

interaction. That is why the development of object motion 

identification and accounting methods, which considers 

such factors as micromotions, partial intersections, changes 

in speed and stopping, and the parametric proximity of 
moving objects, is still an actual problem. 

III. PURPOSE OF THE WORK 

The work aims to develop and implement the 

algorithms that allow to provide detection, tracking, and 

accounting of bakery products in tunnel ovens. Algorithms 

should take into account such distortions as unstable 

lighting conditions, the presence of micro-movements, and 

partial objects occlusion. Algorithms should be 
implemented as a software module integrated into the 

existing distributed surveillance system as an additional 

video analysis module. The system functioning should be 

wholly autonomous and ensure the accuracy of accounting 

for at least 99 % of the total object number. Also, the 

system should keep track of the bakery conveyor's idle time, 

making it possible to optimize production operations. Video 

streams being analyzed are obtained from video 

surveillance cameras installed above the entrances or exits 

of the tunnel ovens. System settings should be changed 

remotely depending on the type of counting object. Results 
should be stored in the database and should be available in 

the form of histograms as well as in the form of data tables. 

IV. RESEARCH PAPERS ANALYSIS 

The solution to the moving objects accounting 

problem can be separated into two subtasks: object 

representation in video streams and object tracking over 

video frames. The representation process consists of object 

segmentation and calculation of the object's geometric 
features, which are invariant to transformations. 

Segmentation is one of the critical stages in the analysis of 

digital video streams. The segmentation process requires 

creating and periodically updating the background model. 

From the accuracy of this model, all subsequent stages of 

video stream processing are dependent, as well as the 

computational resources necessary. In general, all 

segmentation methods can be divided into the following 

groups: background extraction methods, probabilistic 

methods, time difference methods, and optical flow 

methods. 
Background extraction methods are based on pixel-

wise comparison of the current frame with the background 

model, a video frame where moving objects are removed, 

and periodical updating of the background model. The main 

disadvantages of these methods are the errors in pixels 

classification with periodic changes in the background and 

delays in model updating. In probabilistic methods, the 

scene is created by modeling the pixel process. An intensity 

change between current and previous frames is considered a 

linear combination of one-dimensional normally-distributed 

random variables for each pixel. More sophisticated 

methods are creating a pixel-wise model for an entire frame, 

using separate Gaussian mixtures for background and 

moving objects [1]. Based on the current time and variance 

of each Gaussian in a mixture, it is possible to determine 

which of them belongs to the background. Pixel values not 
in background distributions are considered moving objects 

until a Gaussian, which allows segment pixels to the scene 

with sufficient accuracy, will not appear. This approach 

finds slow changes in brightness in the video frame by 

adjusting the Gaussian parameters. Time difference 

methods [2, 3] provide background and moving object 

segmentation by calculating the differences in pixel values 

between two or more frames. The disadvantage of these 

methods is that they cannot wholly segment all pixels 

within similar brightness, which leads to gaps in a 

segmented object. In addition, these methods cannot detect 

partial object stops, so these methods are usually combined 
with those based on optical flow properties. Optical flow 

methods [4, 5] are based on the fact that each pixel's 

direction and motion speed can be calculated for every 

fragment containing the object. Optical flow information is 

used for spatial image segmentation: a group of adjacent 

pixels moving at the same speed can be considered the 

moving object. Also, information about this area's location, 

size, and other parameters can be obtained. The 

disadvantages of these methods are that they are resource-

intensive and noise-sensitive. 

Among moving object tracking methods, those based 
on contour extraction are the most effective for real-time 

video processing. [6] provided the tracking process, in 

which active contours determination is conducted within the 

segmentation method based on graphs opening. The 

resulting active contour in the previous frame is initialized 

in the current one. The new object contour is found using 

the intensity information in the current frame and the 

difference between the current and previous frames. Method 

[7] localizes objects within complex conditions of 

observation: partial intersections, objects exaggeration, etc. 

At the localization stage, the object's initial position is 
estimated using the Kalman filter and the Bhattacharyya 

coefficient. Applying this method has the advantage of 

multiple object extraction simultaneously. 

Deep learning is also widely used for moving object 

tracking. For example, [8] describes modern CV and DL 

methods that allow the recognition of vehicles on the road 

and traffic violations of rules. The proposed method can 

recognize vehicles, track their speed, and help with precise 

object accounting. 

V. MOTION DETECTION IN VIDEO FRAMES 

BASED ON A MIXTURE OF NORMAL 

DISTRIBUTIONS 

An algorithm creates a pixel-wise model of the scene 

(Fig. 1) using a mixture of normal distributions, and with 
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each new frame updates the model and classifies each pixel 

to background or foreground: 
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For each element in sum (1) corresponds to a process 

in pixel (Gaussian), which is characterized by normal 

distribution parameters (mean and variance), and coefficient 

w represents weight (an indicator of how often this process 

was in the field of view). Also, the U and V components of 

the YUV color space must be calculated to eliminate 

moving shadows. The parameter k in formula (1) is total 

Gaussians; it can be selected based on computational 
resources and is usually in the range [3; 5]. An algorithm 

that handles such things as micromotions, changes in the 

speed of objects, and their parametric proximity can be 

provided using the above model. We assume that gray-scale 

images come from the camera (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Frame from camera to be processed 

In the case of color images, they can be transformed to 
a gray scale using RGB to YUV converting formula. The 

algorithm consists of the following steps: 

Step 1. A pixel-wise model is initialized at the first 

video frame, assuming all the frame's pixels are the 

background. Also, a pixel process for each pixel is created. 

Pixel process is created with the following parameters: 

  2 2

0 01, , ,1 , .stdw I x y      (2) 

where δstd
2 - default statistical mean can be chosen 

from the range [50; 65]. 

Step 2. Pixel process searching corresponds to the 

current value of the pixel brightness I(x0, y0, t). For every 

process, determine the threshold value: 

 0 0, ,I x y i





 .  (3) 

If the current pixel brightness value I(x0, y0, t) meets 

the requirement (3), then this process becomes current, and 

its statistic is updated. 
Step 3. Creating a new pixel process. Mean and 

variance estimation are similar to pixel model initialization 

(2). If the number of processes in the model is equal to k, 

then the process with the lowest weight is required to be 

found. At the same time, the current weight does not 

change, and other parameters become identical to new 

process parameters; after that, an algorithm needs to be 

proceeded to step 6. If the number of processes for the 

current pixel has reached a maximum, then another process 

with zero weight value should be added, and the algorithm 

should be proceeded to step 5. 

Step 4. Updating current process statistics. Mean, and 

variance values are updated using a low-frequency recursive 

smoothing filter. Let’s denote μt-1, δt-1
2 as current process 

parameters in the previous step, and μt, δt
2 as process 

parameters in the current step, then: 

   1 0 01 1 .  , ,1t t I x y t         (4) 

    
22 2

2 1 2 0 01 , , .t t t I x y t           (5) 

where α1, α2 – filter parameters that allow changing 

model updating speed. 

Step 5. Updating weights of all processes. Let’s denote 

wi,t-1 as the weight of the process in the previous step and 

wi,t as the process in the current step, then 

   , 3 , 1 31 .i t i tw w M i       (6) 

where α3 – is a parameter responsible for the process 
weight rate of change, M(i) – a function that returns 1 when 

argument i is equal to the current process index, and 0 – in 

all other values of argument i. 

Step 6. Pixel classification and binary mask formation. 

The classification process assumes that the weight of the 

current process is compared with the threshold value, which 

can be determined from a range [0; 1]. If the weight of the 

current process is greater than the threshold value, the pixel 

is classified as background, otherwise as a moving object. 

The result binary mask obtained after applying steps 1-

6 of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Motion detection and binary mask processing result 

VI. SHADOW REMOVAL AND FILTERING BASED 

ON MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS 

Accurate moving shadow detection and removal is one 

of the main challenges in dynamic scene segmentation 

algorithms since every moving object casts shadows. This 

can lead to a significant distortion of object shapes and 

different objects merging into one. These issues are 

significantly complicating further analysis and processing. 

A suppression algorithm that considers shadows' local (per-

pixel) properties should be implemented to eliminate 

shadows. 
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Let's consider a frame pixel with R, G, and B 

components. After shadow falls on this pixel, it will have 

the color α·(R, G, B), where α determines how much pixel 

illumination has been decreased. This fact is quite enough 

to build a robust shadow removal algorithm. This algorithm 

will be presented for the RGB implementation of the 

algorithm with a single normal distribution. Still, by 

analogy, it can be integrated with a threshold and mixture of 
normal distributions. Let’s denote a color (R1, G1, B1) of a 

background pixel (that is, the mathematical expectation 

estimation of a three-dimensional random variable that 

models the background at a given pixel) and current value 

(R2, G2, B2) at a given pixel. First, it is advisable to switch 

to YUV color space. In YUV, the Y component represents 

intensity, and the U and V components represent chroma. 

When a shadow falls on an object, the value of Y should 

decrease significantly, and U and V values should not 

change much. So, the current pixel value should be 

classified as a shadow if: 

1 2 1 2, .U U V V      (7) 

where α and β – threshold values determine shadow 

removal sensitivity. 

Parameter Y stands for brightness, and parameters U 

and V are calculated by the following expressions: 

   0.492 , 0.877 .U B Y V R Y       (8) 

The motion shadow detection algorithm is based on 

properties of shadow reflection in color images and is 

performed after the background segmentation algorithm. On 

the one hand, it is possible to significantly reduce 

computational resources since moving object shadow 

detection is conducted only at those pixels that were 
assigned to the foreground by the segmentation algorithm; 

on the other hand, filtering must precede all other actions 

since the purpose of the filter is to smooth out the results of 

all stages of the video stream segmentation work, without 

going into the specifics of its work. 

This algorithm is executed for each pixel marked as 

foreground when forming the mask. The parameters 

required for the algorithm are calculated in the main 

algorithm. The algorithm for detecting shadows of 

foreground (moving) objects contains the following steps: 

Step 1. When forming the mask, the algorithm is 
executed for each foreground pixel. 

Step 2. Among the pixel processes, the process with 

the highest weight, wi,t is studied. Let’s assume that if this 

process has the highest weight and it is not foreground (the 

background pixel must have a significant weight), then this 

pixel color denotes the state of the background, as it was 

before the shadow fell on it. If this process is current, it is 

not marked as a shadow. The algorithm exits (so the rest of 

the processes that happened even less often, and therefore 

with a lower probability, can be the color of the background 

before the shadow falls on it; in this case, an element is 

likely a dynamic background, or for this pixel, the weight 

threshold is too low), otherwise we proceed to step 3. 

Step 3. The relative modulus deviations of U and V 

values (YUV) for the current process from the process with 

the highest DU and DV weight are calculated: 

max max
, .

c c

c c

U U V V
DU DV

U V

 
    (9) 

where Uc, Vc – U and V values of current process; 

Umax, Vmax – U and V values of the process with the 

highest weight; 

Step 4. If the values of the relative deviations 

calculated in the previous step are less than the threshold 
values and the brightness value of the process with the 

maximum weight is greater than the brightness value of the 

current process, then the pixel is declared as a moving 

shadow pixel and segmented back to the background; 

otherwise, it remains to be marked as a foreground element. 

That is, a pixel is declared as a shadow for which the 

following system of conditions is met: 

max

,

,

.c

DU A

DV B

 





 

 (10) 

Step 5. Applying conditional morphological operations 

to binary mask (Fig 2). Let’s denote Mt
* as a binary mask on 

the current frame, and Mt,0
* = Mt

* and where S – rectangular 

structuring element, then for the binary mask on the frame 

with index m, an operation (7) is applied: 

* * *

,t t t m

i i

M S M S M

M M

   
   

     
   
   

, (11) 

where  - morphological erosion, which is some set 

of elements z in which image Mt
* completely contains 

structuring element S. Applying the erosion operation, 
means that structuring element S is also gradually applied to 

all pixels in Mt
* image with the logical addition of the 

central pixel in S to the corresponding pixel in Mt
*. 

  - morphological dilation. With this operation, a 

central mapping of structuring element S relative to its 

center and shifting the obtained set to the pixel z from 

image Mt
* is determined. The dilation operation determines 

the set of all shifts on the z-set for which Mt
* and S coincide 

in at least one element.  

VII. BINARY-LARGE MOVING OBJECTS 

TRACKING BASED ON AREAS ESTIMATION AND 

CENTROIDS POSITION PREDICTION 

This algorithm allows us to predict binary-large object 

(BLoB) position and area through all frames and build a 
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track of objects by using centroid positions on all previous 

frames where BLoB was visible. The algorithm is applied to 

morphologically processed binary mask Fig. 3 (colors are 

inverted). 

 

Fig. 3. Binary mask morphological processing result 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

Step 1. A contour vector is created for each binary 

mask in each frame and each BLoB. When defining 

external contours, horizontal, vertical, and diagonal 

segments are compressed, leaving only their endpoints. For 
example, the rectangular silhouette at the top right is 

encoded as four points. For each element in the contour 

vector, convex hulls are calculated, and a new convex hulls 

vector is created; the elements of this vector are sets of 

points that convex hulls contain. For each convex hull, a 

BLoB object is created. This object has the vector of 

coordinates of the convex hull bounding rectangle. This 

vector contains the object centroids on previous frames, a 

flag that indicates whether the object is in the tracking 

process, a vector of object areas, and a current object area. 

Step 2. If the number of BLoBs is greater than zero, 
then the filter by diagonal size and area is applied to the 

vector of existing BLoBs; otherwise, the algorithm returns 

to step 1. 

Step 3. For each BLoB in the vector of existing BLoBs 

in the current frame, coordinates of the predicted centroid 

position are estimated with the following expressions: 
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where Cx
<i+1> – centroid’s x-coordinate predicted for 

i+1 frame, Cy
<i+1> – centroid’s predicted y-coordinate 

predicted for i+1 frame, k – previous frames count, based 

on these frames information prediction is accomplished, n – 

coefficient, that can be determined using the following 

condition: 

2 ,0 5,

10, 5.

i i
n

i

  
 


 (13) 

If the predicted distance C is a less predefined 

threshold value, BLoB is considered in the tracking process 

or a new one. In this case, BLoB is added to the vector of 

existing BLoBs. 

Step 4. Predicted BLoB’s area estimation on the next 

frame by the following expression: 

5

1 .
5

i
k

j

k i
A

A

Th



  


 (14) 

In Formula 14, Aj
<k> is j-BLoB’s area on frame k, ThA 

is area threshold. 

If condition (14) is not met, BLoB is no longer in the 

tracking process and is removed from the vector of existing 
BLoBs. 

Step 5. Checking whether the BLoB was in the 

camera's field of view during the last ten frames, i.e., 

centroid coordinates in centroid were changed, and the size 

of areas vector changed. 

Step 6. Checking whether the BLoB’s centroid crossed 

the line. In case if centroid y-coordinate is greater than the 

horizontal line position, BLoB is considered to be counted. 

The tracking algorithm result is shown in Fig. 4 

(colors are inverted). For each BLoB that meets the 

diagonal size and area filter conditions, area and diagonal 
size are also displayed. 

 

Fig. 4. Objects tracking result 

VIII. DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION AND 

RESULTS REPRESENTATION 

The settings UI (Fig. 5) are implemented using Qt 

tools such as QWidget and QWindow, which allows the 

creation of a simple and straightforward interface for the 

application. 

The main window (Fig. 6) allows for monitoring 

accounting progress, performing the necessary settings, 

connecting video streams, and managing them. The 
interface allows it to manage all program modules and get 

the result. 

When changing the current camera, the required 

CameraProcessor object is selected, through which the user 

can start the stream to account objects, stop and change 
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settings. Settings changing is provided within 

SettingsWidget, which contains several QSliders and 

QSpinBoxes, for changing the settings for the parameters: 

dilation iterations, erosion iterations, threshold, cross-line 

position, maximal, and minimal blob size. Due to the 

interaction of signals and slots, it is possible to change 

settings in real-time and immediately view new results with 

updated settings. 

 

Fig. 5. Settings UI 

 

Fig. 6. Video stream window with the region of interest 

A database based on SqlLite is used to store the 

obtained results. This database works without additional 

settings and stores the processing results on the user's PC. 

The database contains two tables for directly storing the 

objects’ accounting results and a list of cameras registering 

certain products. The camera list is used to provide 

information about video streams and to navigate between 

them. New records can be entered into it to create new 
processes, for example, when changing products, and vice 

versa to connect to existing records, providing information 

on specific products. 

Several classes are used, which simplify interaction 

with the data to manage the database. The Qt framework 

provides tools for developing databases, simplifying their 

setup and maintenance with the QSqlDataBase and 

QSqlQuery classes. It contains ready QSqlQuery queries 

necessary for creating tables, adding, and retrieving data. 

The DBTableController class is designed to manage a 

separate table. Through it, all fields, types, and the name of 

the table are specified. They are stored directly in the class 
body, minimizing all possible errors related to incorrect 

column names or other data specifications. 

DBTableController is a wrapper for simplified interaction 

with a separate database table. In the methods of this class, 

all simpler operations with any table are performed, and 

QSqlQuery queries that were previously prepared are 

executed. In the end, we receive ready-to-use data. This 

class is primarily universal and works with any data. 

The DBController class completes the DB control unit. 
The DBController class connects to the database, or creates 

it if there is none on the user's PC, creates the necessary 

tables, and customizes everything to the application's needs. 

The functions implemented in this class are required for 

receiving and recording object account data, providing a list 

of cameras, and creating a new camera record. All 

interaction with the database takes place through the 

controller, and all functionality is encapsulated into this 

class. 

Accounting results for each product can be represented 

in histograms, as it is shown in Fig. 7. By default, result 

data are displayed for the current day. Users can display 
data for any time interval with histograms steps: by months, 

weeks, days, hours, and for any video channel from which 

results were recorded. 

 

Fig. 7. Moving objects accounting result representation 

Also previewing data module contains some functions 

that allow to save displayed data to XLS, HTML, CSV, and 

image files. 

The software implementation of the algorithms was 

tested on the three bakery production lines in factory 

conditions. Moving objects on which the testing took place 
had different shapes, areas, and textures. In addition, partial 

occlusions were observed. The test results are shown in 

Table 1. 

As we can see from Table 1, the counting accuracy for 

different types of objects is more than 99 %; the counting 

accuracy does not depend on the shape of the object, its 

texture, and its geometric dimensions. 
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Table 1 

Examples of objects accounting results 

Video stream 
Average 

BLoBs’ area, px 
Accuracy, % 

Production line 1 2480 99.2 

Production line 2 1560 99.5 

Production line 3 1440 99.8 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provided the development of moving 

objects identification, tracking, and accounting algorithms, 

as well as the software implementation of these algorithms 
in the form of a software system for product accounting on 

bakery production lines. Software implementation and 

testing have shown that developed algorithms effectively 

overcome such negative factors as temporary micro-

movements, partial occlusions, and speed changes of 

moving objects. Also, algorithms consider such negative 

factors as unstable lighting conditions and the presence of 

moving objects' shadows. This makes video stream 

processing, in general, robust and stable. 

The functioning of the software system is entirely 

autonomous, and at the same time, the accuracy of 
accounting is ensured to be over 99 % of the overall number 

of objects. The software system can also monitor bakery 

conveyors' idle time, making it possible to optimize 

production. The software system results are stored in the 

database and can be presented in the viewing module as 

histograms or data tables. It is possible to filter results 

depending on the selected video channel and product type 

and display results daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly. The 

developed user interface for changing settings and the 

database of the automated system are simple enough and do 

not require additional personnel training to use them. 
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